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Ways that you can use this in your classroom today:  

1)  Sit average ability girls next to more able girls to encourage peer support  

2)  Do not assume the same will work for boys, whilst boys and competition has been cited as a motivational 

tool in much of the educational literature, sitting an underachieving boy next to a more able boy may not 

have the same effect  

3) Understand the impact of sitting pupils with their friends. As nice as it is to have pupils working with their 

friends and enjoying our lessons, there are wider, negative implications for their progress. This is especially 

true for top and lower sets where the research suggests peers have the biggest impact  

Key Information:  

i. This study does not take into account the quality of teaching and so therefore has its limitations 

ii. This research concludes that having mixed ability classes may have a positive impact on the progress of 

middle ability pupils 
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The average pupil 

meets more than 

80% new peers in 

secondary school 

Boys are marginally 

negatively affected 

by being among 

‘academically 
outstanding’ boys 

Pupils whose 

learning is most 

disrupted by 

others can be 

found amongst the 

top and bottom 

5% of the ability 

range 

Girls who are 

below average 

significantly 

benefit from 

contact with more 

able female peers 

87% of pupils are working 

with different peers than the 

ones they worked with in 

Primary school, so this data 

shows the impact teachers      

can have in secondary schools  
White, FSM-eligible 

boys in the lower ability 

range are affected by 

the views/attitudes of 

their peers  
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